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S E A S O N  O F P R O G R E S S
guided by Alyssa

T U T O R I A L S

 

Create 5 Easy Grunge Backgrounds

A great way to get some paint on those pages

Create a Floral Collage

Collage is a really great, no pressure technique, you just need some scissors, glue and 

an imagination. This one had me feeling the summer vibes.

Using Thread and Vintage Elements

This is an all time favourite and I love adding stitching to my journal, so I just had to 

include it.

9 Ways to Use Text

BONUS TUTORIAL: I really wanted to try this one and have been swooning over

@leslierottnerart handmade mark making tools. Since it’s not a journal-based tutorial I 

figured I’d add it as a bonus if anyone wanted to try it with me.

P R O M P T S

What is your favourite colour? Use just that – solely in one page. Collage with it,

paint with it, watercolour illustrate with it, layer with it... 

— Julia, Season of Colour

Make marks. Grab 5 – 20 pieces of (unimportant, cheap) scratch paper, pick one tool

and one medium (e.g. a paint brush and watercolours). Start making marks and

challenge yourself to fill all the pages. Your goal is to test out your materials and see
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how many different things you can do to get a feel for how the medium and tool works.

Think as far outside the box as possible. Start with straight lines and go crazy from

there. 

— Season of Art 101

Start your page with a quote. Choose a quote that speaks to you right now. It may

be a life mantra or a phrase that has been popping up in your mind relentlessly. Maybe

song lyrics perfectly describe your season of life right now. 

— Season of Words

Draw without lifting your pen. Or draw with your eyes closed. Or both. 

— Season of Art 101



S E A S O N  O F C A R E
guided by Char

WEEK 1 - JULY 5:    PLAY

Prompt:  Playful Mark Making - Season of Play (by Sarah)

To make playful marks like a child might, try using your non dominant hand and/or hold 

the brush farther away from the bristles to make it harder to control.  Push the paint 

around the whole page without any expectations of how it will look. 

 

Tutorial: Messy Marks Class (by Torrie)

 Chose a Messy Marks tutorial you’d like to do this week!  As I mentioned, if you want to 

do more than one tutorial, go for it!  Try one, try them all.  I want you to PLAY and make 

messy art in your journals!

 

Why I chose this for you!

Mark making is one of the surest ways to make your work unique to YOU.  Its also the 

best way to loosen-up and personalize your visual vocabulary.  Anyone can draw circles, 

but my circles will look different than yours!  I want you to remember this simple truth.  

Have fun and remember to share your work here.

WEEK 2 - JULY 12:   FREEDOM

 

Prompt:  Give Your Art Freedom (by Alicia)

Consider this quote by A.Wayne Hooker: “You are the creator, give your art the freedom 

to choose its path. Pay attention, you will see this path. Pay attention, your art will 

speak to you. Pay attention, and your art will speak to others.”  As you create, pay close 

attention to the path that is laying out ahead of you. Listen to your intuition and the art 

and create a spread. Let the art come freely.
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Tutorial:   Messy Pages Class (by Tanyalee)  

Well, like last week, I couldn’t decide on one tutorial!  There’s just so much good stuff 

in this class -- so select one of the techniques and totally embrace freedom in the 

process!  Try them all, if you like.  Remember, these are backgrounds - learn from your 

“happy accidents” and have fun.  I know you’ll have a blast with these techniques!

 

Why I chose this for you!

For me, background pages epitomize freedom; freedom from control and expectations.  

Sometimes you never know what you’re going to get!  Try different color combinations, 

mix your own colors - be surprised!   I’ll let you in on a secret - go ahead and make mud!  

make muted tones!  It’s all good. . . 

WEEK 3 - JULY 19:   STORY

 

Prompt:  Behind The Story (by Alicia)

Everyone sees the outer layer of you, your life, your art, but there’s more to the story.  

There are layers underneath that make up your story.  Journal about the layers behind 

the story, the layers that others don’t know about when they look at the outer layers.

 

Tutorial:  Season of Truth  (by Johanna)

* be sure to download Johanna’s list of 5 elements that bring conceptual depth, 

meaning + purpose

  

Why I chose this for you!

We’re diving deep.  For this week, I’m asking you to tell your story (or stories) through a 

combination of layers and your truth. 

You can use the same 5 elements, or create your own set of 5. The elements are the 

tools, if you will, that will give your story layers, depth and meaning.  

 

 Examples:

* use your stash of scrapbook papers and other manufactured supplies (we all have 

them, right?)

* use collage elements that you’ve made (painted backgrounds, old journal pages, 

copies of your work)

https://getmessyart.com/class/messy-pages/
https://getmessyart.com/season/035-truth/5-elements-to-meaningful-journal-pages/
https://getmessyart.com/season/035-truth/a-look-at-johannas-pages-identifying-the-5-elements/


* use various paints or other favorite medium (inks, pens, whatever)

* use personal photos, magazine clippings and other ephemera

* be totally abstract and non-representational with your story

* use unexpected objects to tell your story

* you might want to get messy with lots of mixed media elements and techniques!

 

There’s no wrong way to do this.  Go for it.  Tell your story.

WEEK 4 - JULY 26    CONNECTION

 

Prompt:  Art Connections

The two most important parts of Get Messy are that you make art and that you make 

friends. Explore the connections you have made with people through art.  Maybe make 

some pages in their style or mail them a package of goodies or start a collaborative 

zine.  If you haven’t then this is the time to go hang out in our Facebook group, 

instagram, link ups, etc. and go meet some people!  Leave some comments, encourage, 

questions and watch your art connections begin to grow.

 

Tutorial:  Get Messy Workshop with Pam Garrison 

There aren’t any tutorials here; think of this more as a Master Class.  Yes, its long, 

because its SO FULL of inspiration and fantastic ideas.  Pay attention to the nuggets of 

genius she shares.  Learn how Pam deals with ugly and unfinished work. (hint - its pretty 

dang good!)

 

Pam is a friend of mine and I’m blessed to have a nice collection of her work. We met 

online in 2006 (I was a mess; that was the year my mom passed away) and although I 

was already immersed in mixed media, I had never seen anything like her work.  I was 

immediately connected to Pam and her art, that it eased my grief in many ways.  Her 

approach and style brought me joy and the relief I was seeking.  In 2008, I attended an 

in-person workshop taught by Pam and artist Jennifer Mercedes, called “Permission to 

Play.”  The entire weekend was a dream; I was even able to sit in a corner and browse 

through a lot of her journals - even more than what you see in the video!  (I think this 

video might be from 2017, not sure)

 

https://getmessyart.com/live/pam-garrison/


Your assignment this week is to create a page or spread in your journal that is inspired 

by Pam.  This could be as simple as a page of flowers, or using the same marks, or 

color combinations that caught your eye. Or it can be as intricate as her use of mixed 

patterns, colors and doodles that somehow work together on one page or layout. 

Another way might be creating a page based on how you felt after listening to her story 

or the energy she shares when she’s talking about art journaling. Look for connection to 

inspire you.

 

Maybe you already know Pam through her online classes at CreativeBug, her website, or 

Instagram.  Or maybe you’ve taken a class with her.  Regardless, take what you see and 

take what you feel, and translate those things into your art journal.  When you create 

art that you’re totally connected to, nothing else matters!  And, the viewer will feel that 

connection as well - whether they realize it or not.  Above all, have fun!

 

Why I chose this for you!

I mentioned that “connection” is my word for 2020.  And boy, has it manifested in the 

best ways!  Not only did Caylee take a chance with this newbie “teacher” to host the 

Season of Home, but we are also connected thru Wanderlust, which then connected me 

to Claudette, and together we have an art journal collaboration that we are currently 

sharing on our IG accounts and on YouTube!  I hope this encourages you to make 

connections that you crave.  Get Messy is the perfect venue to keep connected with 

other wonderful artists and creatives.  We’re so blessed to all be connected here!  Take 

your time, follow your heart, and you can’t go wrong.



S E A S O N  O F FA C E ( S )
guided by Debbie

T U T O R I A L S

 

How to produce detailed layers

How to create a collage of hands

Page aging and distressing techniques

Creating an art journal based on colour

How to create a map self portrait

How to give your figures colourful hair

How to make a pop up art journal

How to paint faces in your art journal

P R O M P T S

Use something that has been given to you on your page. A card sent to you, or the 

stamp on the envelope. Or make a copy of a note or anything else given to you. Add it 

into your page design. 

 Create a surreal art scene. Try using magazine pages to collage together a scene 

where a girl is swinging from the clouds, or draw someone with galaxy hair. 

 COLOUR WHEEL OPPOSITES. Use your favorite color to paint a background. Then turn your 

journal upside down and use an old credit card to spread a contrasting color on top of 

the background. Use a color wheel to determine the perfect contrast for your chosen 

color. 

LET’S PLAY WITH HAIR. Cut out some faces from magazines and remove the hair from the 

image. Now add in new hair, it might be a regular style or blue hair or green hair. How 

about flowers for hair or a tangle of patterns?
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https://getmessyart.com/for-the-love-of-layers/
https://getmessyart.com/how-to-create-a-collage-of-hands/
https://getmessyart.com/paper-aging-distressing-techniques/
https://getmessyart.com/lets-get-colourful/
https://getmessyart.com/map-self-portraits-tutorial/
https://getmessyart.com/painting-colourful-hair/
https://getmessyart.com/let-your-story-unfold-a-mini-pop-up-book-tutorial/
https://getmessyart.com/easy-face-printing/


S E A S O N  O F X  ( re c o n n e X t i o n )
guided by Gilly

P R O M P T S

Prompt 1

The news today is filled with terrible things, but there are some news sources, like the 

Good News Paper, who are committed to bringing acts of kindness to the forefront of 

the world’s attention. Create your own news page exclaiming the good news of an act of 

kindness.

— Season of Kindness

Prompt 2

If your life was made into a movie, what would the title be? What genre would it 

be? Action and adventure? Drama? Comedy? Romance? Thriller? Who are the lead 

characters? What famous actors would play each character? Don’t be afraid to let your 

imagination run wild. Create a movie poster for this movie of your life.

— Divyam, Season of Story

Prompt 3

Think about the way children play. They run in circles, they chase each other, they swing, 

they climb, the jump, they sing, they laugh. What does play look like when represented 

by movement? Think about the way this movement would look and create art from it. 

Paint the circles children run in, make colours chase each other around the page, create 

the movement of jumping with your marks. Let your art play.

— Alicia, Season of Play
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Prompt 4

What is your theme song? Your anthem? What lyrics or musical elements connect to 

your truest self? Use the lyrics in a page or illustrate the aural with this tutorial.

— Season of Connections

T U T O R I A L S

 

Tutorial 1 - from Botanicals in Art Journaling 

Tutorial 2 - from Messy Marks

Tutorial 3 - from Messy Pages - Lesson 5 Prompts

Tutorial 4 - Transference

https://getmessyart.com/class/botanicals/bonus/
https://getmessyart.com/class/messy-marks/lesson-6/
https://getmessyart.com/class/messy-pages/lesson-5/
https://getmessyart.com/class/transference/


S E A S O N  O F Q U I N T E S S E N C E
guided by Jenn

T U T O R I A L S

 

Using Thread and Vintage Elements to Connect to the Past

(from Vanessa via the Season of Connection) 

Junk Drawer as Treasure Trove Using Household Items to Make Marks in Journal

(from TC via the Season of Play)

 

Liberate Yourself Through Abstract Art (Perfectionism is An Illusion)

(from Ali via the Season of Freedom) 

 

Repeat Patterns: Creating Decorative Designs In Your Art Journal

(from Alicia via the Season of Seasons)

P R O M P T S

“Look For the Unnoticed” (from Alicia via the Season of Story)

Spend your day noticing the small, unnoticed moments of your daily life.

The things you might not notice if you weren’t paying attention: the way the shadows of 

the tall grass fall across the sidewalk, the tiny sliver of light that comes in through your 

kitchen window, the way someone dear to you laughs, the pattern in the tile on the floor 

of the coffee shop. Journal about your experience with looking for the noticed moments 

in your daily life and then create art to represent them. 

 

“Break the Rules” (via the Season of Play)

Take a tip from Danny Gregory- “There are no rules.” What rules have you given yourself? 

Perhaps you need to spend some time thinking about it as it’s not immediately obvious. 
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https://getmessyart.com/mending-these-connections-using-thread-and-vintage-elements-to-connect-to-the-past/
https://getmessyart.com/junk-drawer-as-treasure-trove-using-household-items-to-make-marks-in-your-journal/
https://getmessyart.com/liberate-yourself-through-abstract-art-perfectionism-is-an-illusion/
https://getmessyart.com/repeat-patterns-creating-decorative-designs-in-your-art-journal/


You don’t always have to finish a page in one sitting. Perhaps you always gravitate to 

one side of your page. Perhaps you always start a page with a coat of paint. Today, in 

your art journal, go against your own rules. P.S. You are totally allowed to add fire to your 

page (safely)!

 

“Elemental Painting” (from Julia via the Season of Nature)

Replicate weather in your techniques, use your hairdryer and ink to be “wind,” burn your 

pages to be “sun,” splash water over your page to be “rain.”

 

“Your Inner World” (from Caroline via the Season of Documenting)

Create some Art dedicated to documenting your Inner World. Use paint and paper to 

record your secret desires, your fears, and your dreams (literal or life dreams).



S E A S O N  O F E X P LO R AT I O N
guided by Jenna

T U T O R I A L S

 

10 Songs 10 Minutes 10 Pages

How to mix ink with acrylic

Depth in backgrounds

Turn your mood into an art journal page

P R O M P T S

Prompt 1:

“I don’t put myself in a box. I don’t have some huge plan in terms of what my goals are. I 

just kind of wake up and follow my appetite.” - Chris Evans in an interview with Esquire

Prompt 2:

“Each person deserves a day away in which no problems are confronted, no solutions 

searched for.” - Maya Angelou

Prompt 3: 

Observe others around you this week and see if you can find an example of kindness 

between strangers. Bonus points if you get a photo! Create a page sharing this act. Be 

sure to include how their faces and body language changed and how witnessing this act 

made you feel. — Season of Kindness

Prompt 4:

Make a page with Xs. 
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https://getmessyart.com/10-songs-10-minutes-10-pages/
https://getmessyart.com/mixing-ink-and-acrylic/
https://getmessyart.com/class/maj/2-3/
https://getmessyart.com/turn-your-mood-into-an-art-journal-page/


S E A S O N  O F X - P LO R AT I O N
guided by Karen

T U T O R I A L S

 

Minimalist Art Journal - Lesson 3.2

Messy Pages - Lesson 3

Season of Colour – Expressing yourself through colour 

Season of Freedom – Liberate yourself through abstract art (perfection is an illusion)

P R O M P T S

What is the one technique that you are afraid of?  Watch or read a tutorial on it, and DO 

IT. — Season of Brave

Think about how people stayed in touch one hundred years ago: writing letters, 

travelling over countries and continents just to see each other (no Skype, eh?), first 

phones, telegrams. What has changed, how do people stay connected now? Go back 

in time and create a page based on “old-school” method of communication e.g. letter 

writing (you can include a handwritten letter, some stamps, wax seals, pressed flowers 

and even spray some perfume on it to be particularly fancy. Or do the opposite and 

explore how modern technologies and the Internet influence our connections with the 

outside world. — Sasha, Season of Connections

Respond to the quote: “Everything has seasons, and we have to be able to recognize 

when something’s time has passed and be able to move into the next season. Everything 

that is alive requires pruning as well, which is a great metaphor for endings.” – Henry 

Cloud — Season of Seasons

Place your crayons, coloured pencils, or markers in a pile. Close your eyes and choose a 

random colour from the pile. Dedicate a page to this colour only. How does it make you 

feel and what associations do you make with that colour? — Season of Colour
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S E A S O N  O F T H E  R A B B I T H O L E
guided by Meagan

T U T O R I A L S

 

Create an interactive element in your art journal. A window, flap, pocket or maybe even 

all three! Including interactive elements in your art journal pages (Season of Fairy Tales)

 

Rotate through your art supplies making simple background pages. The art does not 

matter, the way you feel does. Take notice of how you feel while working on each 

medium, do you feel more at ease with one or more intuitive with another? Find the 

medium and material that connects you with your art the most at this time in your 

artist’s journey.  (Season of Connections)

 

Find two images that represent total opposites (e.g. life and death, light and dark, day 

and night, etc). Juxtapose the two images using this paper weaving technique and 

journal your thoughts. How to weave with paper (Season of Contrast)

 

Create a spread following this Messy Recipe:

1. Tear strips of magazine, tissue paper, gelliprint or another piece of ephemera you have 

in your stash and glue them down

2. Choose two colors of paint and scrape them onto your page using a credit card or 

catalyst tool

3. Add some words to the page. (This can be legible, messy, a single world, stenciled, 

stamped, journaling, etc)

4. Add an Image to your page (A photograph, cut out from a magazine, drawn, etc)

5. Add splatters, dots, or other mark making

6. Finish your spread with whatever you feel will tie it all together

 

Create your own ephemera using this tutorial: Paper Marbling with Ink (Season of 

Colour) and then use it somewhere in your art journal.
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https://getmessyart.com/interactive-elements-windows-pockets-flaps/
https://getmessyart.com/paper-weaving-in-your-art-journal/
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Respond to this quote “Do stuff. be clenched, curious. Not waiting for inspiration’s shove 

or society’s kiss on your forehead. Pay attention. It’s all about paying attention. attention 

is vitality. It connects you with others. It makes you eager. stay eager.” - Susan Sontag  

(Season of Connections)

 

Create a blind contour drawing. Draw it directly into your journal or on a separate 

piece of paper and then add it to a spread. Blind Contour Botanicals (Botanicals in Art 

Journaling Class) or A Guide to Continuous Line Drawing (Season of Connections)

 

Create a page using all abstract work. It could be abstract painting, abstract cuttings, 

anything. Go fully abstract for your work and let yourself play. Remember: there is no 

right or wrong when it comes to abstract! (Season of Play)

https://getmessyart.com/class/botanicals/lesson-1/
https://getmessyart.com/connect-to-your-subject-using-continuous-line-drawing/


S E A S O N  O F R E C L A M AT I O N 
guided by Rosie

P R O M P T S

To live is the rarest thing in the world.  Most people exist, that is all’ – Oscar Wilde

Respond to the quote above.  (Season of Adventure)

Make a self portrait of the Goddess you see in yourself.  (Season of Serenity)

Who is your favourite artist? Examine their work and write down what you like most about 

their art. Are there consistent patterns or themes you relate to in their art? Use these 

elements as inspiration for your art journal page.  (Season of Art 101)

 

Create an otherworldly background for your journaling. It can be constellations, heaven, 

the sea, a magical/mythical land. You can paint, collage, anything to create this realm 

that your message comes from.  (Season of Introspection)

T U T O R I A L S

 

Finding words for your pages (Season of Introspection)

Creating a seasonal mood board (Season of Seasons)

Collage images of botanicals (Botanicals in Art Journalling class, Lesson 4)

Real life pieces (Pieces class, Lesson 5)
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https://getmessyart.com/finding-words/
https://getmessyart.com/at-a-glance-creating-a-seasonal-mood-board/
https://getmessyart.com/class/botanicals/lesson-4/
https://getmessyart.com/class/pieces/lesson-5/


S E A S O N  O F X
guided by Tanyalee

T U T O R I A L S

 

The first tutorial I have picked for us to follow for the season is Intuitive Painting with 

Vanessa. I’m a lover of intuitive painting and of Vanessa’s work.

This is a tutorial I created a few years ago when I was on the Get Messy Creative Team. 

I still love it because you can create so many different spreads and it takes the thinking 

out of your process.

Painting with tissue paper is a simple tutorial but can give you some really cool 

backgrounds to start your journal pages.

Doodling for beginners is a fun tutorial from the lovely Katie - and it features butterflies 

so what could be better than that?

P R O M P T S

Respond to the following quote: “You couldn’t have strength without weakness, you 

couldn’t have light without dark, you couldn’t have love without loss” – Jodi Picoult, The 

Tenth Circle

— Season of Contrast

Create a background only from solid colours from paper ephemera or acrylic paint.

Then add journaling or a focal image to it.

— Modified from the Season of Words
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https://getmessyart.com/live/intuitive-painting-with-vanessa/
https://getmessyart.com/live/intuitive-painting-with-vanessa/
https://getmessyart.com/how-to-make-a-prompt-producing-diy-chatterbox-game/
https://getmessyart.com/painting-with-tissue-paper/
https://getmessyart.com/5-patterns-to-doodle-butterfly-printable/


Start a journal spread by writing about something you have sacrificed to achieve 

something.

Then cover up the journaling with paint. That way you can write your deepest darkest 

thoughts and not be worried about anyone else reading them. 

Hidden journaling is a great way to get those thoughts and feelings out and to process 

them, but also not be afraid of the world also knowing them.

— Modified from the Season of Brave

What is your favourite colour? Use just that – solely in one page. Collage with it, paint 

with it, watercolour illustrate with it, layer with it…

— Julia, Season of Colour
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